
Ecological dynamics of aggregation and dispersal in the algae

Chlamydomonas

1 Research plan

The transition from unicellular to multicellular organization occurred more than twenty times indepen-
dently along the tree of life. Multicellularity provides cells with novel opportunities, such as increased
resistance to predation and division of labour. However, larger group sizes are also associated to in-
creased competition for resources and environmental toxification. Hence, while multicellularity yields
benefit, the biological and physical conditions that initially led individual cells to form groups remain
unclear. Interestingly, the vast majority of multicellular life forms undergo cycles that comprise a single-
cell stage (a propagule, e.g. spores, gametes). Multicellular groups not only form by clonal growth, as
in higher metazoans (”staying together”), but also through aggregation, as in cellular slime moulds and
myxobacteria (”coming together”) [1, 2]. Elucidating the mechanistic determinants of aggregative life
cycles is needed to understand the emergence of primitive multicellular life cycles and the evolution of
collective-level functions.

Chlamydomonas species, flagelleted green algae (Fig. 1b), are an excellent laboratory model for
studying the emergence of multicellularity since they belong to the order of Chlamydomonadales, which
is comprised of families that are either unicellular or multicellular. In natural habitats, when sensing
the threat of predation Chlamydomonas form groups of cells that are either clonal (containing 4 to
16 genetically identical cells within one cell wall) [3, 4] or aggregative (where 10 to 1000 cells stick
together thanks to the production of an extra-cellular-matrix, Fig. 1c) [5, 6]. It has been suggested
that such behavior protects cells against predation, because the multicellular cluster size exceed the size
of food item the predators can ingest. The aggregative process occurs on a faster time scale than cell
division (group formation occurs in ∼10 h, half the generation time) and is also much more plastic.
Notably, since aggregation depends mainly on the concentration of chemical signals perceived by the
algae (Fig. 1e), multicellularity is reversed once the predation signal is removed [5]. In addition to
extra-cellular-matrix production that glues cells together, the motility of algae has been shown to play a
role on aggregation: fast-swimming strains tend to aggregate less [7]. However, if the main determinants
of the dynamics have been identified, no precise quantification has been performed on this system to
enable microscopic ecological modeling of group formation and dispersal, thus limiting ecological models
to phenomenological descriptions. Importantly, the issue of dispersal has never been addressed neither
theoretically nor experimentally.

In this project, we will quantify the microscopic determinants (extra-cellular-matrix
secretion, chemo-attraction, flagellation) for group formation and dispersal in Chlamy-
domonas reinhardtii in order to inform an ecological model that will pinpoint the require-
ments for the emergence of aggregative life cycles. The project also opens interesting perspectives
for the biofuel industry. Currently, the most energy-intensive process to obtain oil is the separation of
biomass from the growth medium. No commercial-scale solution has yet been proposed, making the over-
all process non-profitable compared to fossil fuel. Current techniques involve high-cost centrifugation or
flocculation by addition of often toxic chemicals followed by sedimentation. Optimizing the aggregation
process represents therefore a promising route to recover the biomass with low financial and energy cost.

The PhD work will combine experiments, realized in team 1 (Nicolas Desprat and Raphaël Jeanneret,
LPENS), and modelling, developed in team 2 (Silvia De Monte, IBENS). It will be divided in two parts,
addressing first the ecological dynamics of aggregation/dispersal process, and then devise evolutionary
models based on the relevant microscopic features of the system.

a) Macroscopic ecological quantification of aggregation/dispersal. We will make use of low
magnification video microscopy and image analysis (Fig. 1a) in order to quantify the growth rate of
cell clusters, their shape (i.e. fractal/compact), the aggregate size distribution, as well as the fraction
of aggregated and planktonic cells. These measures aim to quantify the dynamics and steady-state of
aggregating populations. The predatory threat will be produced using the culture filtrate of the natural
predator of Chlamydomonas, Peranema trichophorum [5], organism already cultivated in the team (Fig.
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1d). To understand the mechanisms of disaggregation upon removal of the predation signal, we will
perform microfluidic experiments based on designs that integrate agar gel bridges between the main
observation chamber (where the algae grow) and a flushing channel where the environmental conditions
are imposed (Fig. 1f) [8]. Such setup allows to quickly modify, by diffusion, the environmental cues
perceived by the algae. We will measure if clusters break up in clumps or if cells break off individually,
and when cell motility is recovered. Inspired by these observations, agents-based models and simulations
will be implemented in team 2 (Silvia De Monte) at IBENS in order to pinpoint the minimal micro-
scopic ingredients (e.g. adhesiveness, motility, chemosensing) necessary to reproduce the experimental
macroscopic data measured previously. This will allow exploring the phase diagram of the system by
systematically varying the control parameters of the problem such as cell density and intensity of preda-
tor signal, and to make predictions on regimes that are the most relevant for measuring the microscopic
parameters.
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underlying these observations are discussed.
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Living creatures capable of motion seldom restrict
themselves to a single mode of propulsion. Pairs of appen-
dages of multilegged organisms can be actuated synchro-
nously in phase, out of phase, or asynchronously by a
‘‘central pattern generator’’ [1]. In the world of aquatic
microorganisms, where there is no central nervous system,
the cilia and flagella adorning algae and bacteria are the
‘‘limbs’’ which exhibit various sychronization modes, gen-
erating swimming [2]. Within a given eukaryotic organism,
the motor-driven undulations of flagella can be found to
synchronize in two stereotypical ways. Biflagellates epit-
omized by the alga Chlamydomonas [3] display synchro-
nous beating with identical frequencies and phases [4,5].
Those with multitudes of cilia or flagella, such as unicel-
lular Paramecium [6] or multicellular Volvox [7], exhibit
metachronal waves in which flagellar phases vary mono-
tonically with position. Theory [8– 10] suggests that these
modes of synchronization can arise from fluid dynamical
coupling between flagella, possibly assisted by waveform
compliance.

Flagellar synchronization is more complex than the
simplest models of coupled oscillators would suggest;
beating is intrinsically stochastic, cells can switch between
synchrony and asynchrony [5], and flagella within a single
organism can be functionally distinct. These features are
well established for Chlamydomonas; the flagella of wild-
type (wt) cells typically exhibit a noisy in-phase (IP)
breaststroke [Fig. 1(a)]. Termed cis and trans for their
proximity to the cell’s eyespot, the two flagella are

differentially affected by calcium, exhibiting a tunable
flagellar dominance [11] important in phototaxis.
We report here an alternative mode of synchronization

found in eukaryotes, in which flagella lock in antiphase
(AP) synchronization. For a range of conditions [12], this
behavior can be sustained in time by the ‘‘flagellar-
dominance’’ mutant ptx1 of Chlamydomonas reinhardtii
[13]. This mode of synchronization in ptx1 was described
qualitatively by Rüffer and Nultsch as ‘‘parallel coordina-
tion’’ [14] in contrast to ‘‘bilateral coordination’’ (IP),
referring to the relative motion of the flagellar bases as

FIG. 1 (color online). Waveforms of C. reinhardtii.
Logarithmically scaled residence time plots averaged over
Oð102Þbeats overlaid by waveforms, color coded in time. The
wt displays IP breaststroke beating (a) stochastically interrupted
by phase slips (b) in which one flagellum (here, trans) beats
faster with an attenuated waveform. ptx1 displays an IP state
(c) nearly identical to the wild-type (a) and a high-frequency AP
state (d). Large and small ovals indicate cell body and eyespot,
respectively.
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average 126 cells per group). In cases where groups
comprised one cell type only, they were of the small
cell phenotype.

Cell viability, division and death in Chlamydomonas
groups

The chimaeric nature of aggregates means that
Chlamydomonas cells must have come together as
opposed to staying together in the presence of
Peranema or their culture filtrate and remained in
groups as long as the predators were present. The
groups (maintained in flasks at 22°C, shaking at
140 rpm with dark: light cycle) were picked manu-
ally and observed for morphological changes or
stained using Trypan blue to assess cell viability.
Cells in the group started dying after 4–5 days of
aggregation. The dead cells in groups shrank,
became dark brown in colour and were unable to
exclude the vital dye Trypan blue (Figs 32–33).
When observed after 2–3 weeks, cell death was
more prominent in groups formed by the large, fast
swimmers compared with the smaller, slow-swim-
ming strains (big cells = 70.7 ± 25.0% dead cells/
group; small cells = 15.8 ± 10.9%; mean ± SD; n = 80
groups; t-test, P < 0.001). Chlamydomonas cultures
growing in the absence of predators (controls) had no
signs of cell death in this period. Simultaneously, a
few cells in the groups were growing and actively
dividing (Fig. 34). The recently divided daughter
cells remained with mother cells, probably because
daughter cell movement was physically constrained
by the presence of other cells in the group. Once
predator-induced aggregates (after 2–3 weeks) were
transferred to fresh TAP medium, cells reverted to
their unicellular free-living state indicating that
aggregation was indeed the response to the presence
of predators or their filtrate.

DISCUSSION

Cellular aggregation forms part of the life cycle or
ecology of many unicellular organisms and is particu-
larly interesting for addressing questions concerning the
evolution of group formation and multicellularity. Here,
we examined the dynamics of aggregation in different
Chlamydomonas species and strains with respect to
cell size and motility and genetic relatedness. In agree-
ment with previous studies (Boraas et al., 1998; Lürling
& Beekman, 2006), all strains and species of
Chlamydomonas rapidly aggregated in the presence of
predators (in this case Peranema) or its culture filtrate.
Groups also formed in the presence of other predators
(rotifers and ciliates; not shown) suggesting aggregation
is a non-specific defence strategy used by unicellular
algae in response to a variety of predation pressures.

Figs 13–19. Group formation by Chlamydomonas in the
presence of Peranema culture filtrate. Chlamydomonas cells
were suspended in SVM and increasing amounts of Peranema
culture filtrate added (0.5–4ml;Figs 14–17). In a ‘control’well
(Fig. 13) culture filtrate was not added; instead, the same
amount of sterile, Peranema- naïve growth medium was
added. In a ‘Peranema’ well (Fig. 18) living Peranema cells
were added.Chlamydomonas formed groups in the presence of
Peranema culture filtrate and as the amount of filtrate was
increased the number of cells in the groups (compared with
free swimming) increased (Fig. 19). Shown here is a typical
outcome from one of three such experiments in C. moewusii
UTEX-9. In Fig. 19 the mean values from three technical
replicates from one experiment are plotted; coefficient of
variation within an experiment is 5–15%. Scale bar: 1 cm.

Table 1. Genetic similarity in Chlamydomonas reinhardtii
strains. Genetic similarity was calculated from the published
data (Kang & Fawley, 1997). The values in the table indicate
the genetic similarity (%); in parentheses are the number of
similar characters (DNA bands)/total characters (DNA bands).

C. reinhardtii
UTEX-89

C. reinhardtii
CC-125

C. reinhardtii
CC-2342

C. reinhardtii
CC-2931

C. reinhardtii
UTEX-89

100

C. reinhardtii
CC-125

69.2 (9/13) 100

C. reinhardtii
CC-2342

30.7 (4/13) 30.7 (4/13) 100

C. reinhardtii
CC-2931

53.8 (7/13) 38.4 (5/13) 46.1 (6/13) 100
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Figure 1: a) Single tracks of Chlamydomonas cells. b) Chlamydomonas cell with beating flagella super-
imposed. c) When sensing a predation signal (PS) from Peranema, cells aggregate in large clusters. d)
Photograph of the predator Peranema trichophorum. e) The aggregative state in the population depends
on the level of predatory threat. f) Schematic example of a microfluidic chip enabling to impose specific
environmental conditions without disturbing the dynamics of the system [8].

b) Microscopic-based eco-evolutionary model of multicellular life cycles. We will first experi-
mentally measure the microscopic parameters that have been identified by the ecological model described
above. We anticipate that the production of extra-cellular-matrix and chemosensing will have a strong
impact on group dynamics. The variability of extra-cellular-matrix production will be measured using
transcriptional fluorescent reporters [9] at increasing concentrations of predation signal and cell densi-
ties. In parallel, the statistical features of the swimming behavior will be assessed by tracking individual
cells at a high frame rate (Fig. 1a). Then, we will incorporate natural selection on those microscopic
ingredients to design eco-evolutionary models, where different selective pressures can be imposed on cells
both in the unicellular and the aggregated phases of the life cycle. We will test what selective regimes
allow the maintenance of aggregative life cycles in spite of within-group conflicts. These are produced
by introducing ”mutant” types, characterized by different microscopic parameters (e.g. adhesiveness,
motility, chemosensing), and letting them co-aggregate with a predominant resident type, in the spirit
of adaptive dynamics [10].

2 Interdisciplinarity of the project

The biological relevance of the project relies on a good knowledge of the ecological scenarios for making
sense of the microscopic parameters measured in the experiments. This expertise is brought by the lab of
Silvia de Monte (IBENS), who is currently studying the conditions under which natural selection could
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favor groups undergoing cyclic aggregation and dispersal. On the other hand, measuring the microscopic
parameters of the system requires a strong expertise in video-microscopy and image analysis that will
be brought by the lab of Nicolas Desprat and Raphaël Jeanneret (LPENS).

The PhD candidate will perform the experiments and run simulations. Since a novelty of our ap-
proach aims to describe the group dispersal upon removal of the predation signal, the candidate should
preferentially have received training in microfluidics. Physics background will be privileged to handle
both experimental and modelling aspects of the work. For modelling, the ability to code in MatLab or
Python is mandatory.

3 Thesis advisors

Nicolas Desprat (Physics Department, LPENS) is a biophysicist. He will supervise microscopy and
quantitative image analysis. He has worked with cells, embryos and bacteria. Since he joined the
LPENS, he has developed microscopy and image analysis to quantify over long timescale the spatial
dynamics within bacterial microcolonies. He has investigated siderophore secretion [11], a de-novo switch
for capsule production [12] and the mechanics of microcolony morphogenesis [13].

Silvia De Monte (Institute of Biology of ENS) is a modeller interested in the eco-evolutionary dy-
namics of microbial collective behavior, in particular in organisms that have aggregative multicellular
life cycles. She uses models for group formation in order to augment evolutionary models with more
realistic descriptions of ecological interactions [14, 15, 16, 17].

Raphaël Jeanneret (Physics Department, LPENS) is a physicist interested in the biology and ecology
of microorganisms. He has a strong experience in microfluidics [18] and microscopy as well as micro-
organismal culturing (in particular Chlamydomonas) for motility and active matter studies [19, 20]. He
has successfully imported this model organism in the lab (Fig 1a,c,d).
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